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The C'al Poly deal to develop an en
gineering program with Jubail University
College ()UC7 in Saudi Arabia is tar from
being finalized, even though C'al l\)ly sent
JUC' a signed contract over six months
ago.
The controversial deal hit another snag
in 1iecember when attorneys for the Saudi
ICoyal CAimmission formally rejected the
university’s latest proposal and returned
the contract unsigned with fundamentally
different terms than the one signed by C'al
Foly President Warren Baker in July.
As the Mustang Daily reported on Oct.
.^0, the changes to the contract included
procurement clauses, such as those used in
hiring private contractors. These clauses
dictate that certain amounts of work are to
be done by set dates, and if not completed
by deadline, tiinds will be deducted from
the university’s $5.9 million contract. C"al
Poly administrators are currently renego
tiating these new terms.
“Universities cannot operate under the
terms of a procuR'inent contract,’’ said Su
san Opava, Dean of Research and C?radu,Ue Pn)grams.“We don’t work like that, we
can’t do it. We work on a best efforts basis.
We’re an institution of higher learning —

W edding”
is a Spanish

that’s our mission.”
“These financial penalties we
couldn’t live with,” she added.“We can’t
take any significant financial risk, and
that’s been part of the negotiation all
along.”
Though the revised pmposal sent
back to C'al Poly in December had
been altered in financial terms, accord
ing to Envimnmental and Cavil Engi
neering Department Cdiair Ciregg Fiegel,
who reviewed the new proposal as prin
cipal investigator in program management,
the terms of work the university will do in
developing jUCfs curriculum and .issisting
with faculty has not changed.
“The scope of work I’ve seen has stayed
consistent with the origin,il proposal,” Fie
gel said. “The university is now concerned
with the details in that we are capable of
doing what we said we were going to do.”
The contract has been back in the
hands of the university for nearly two
months, and after the Feb. 16 death of
Caillege of Engineering Associate Dean
Ed Sullivan, who played a key mle in the
deal since its inception, the entiR depart
ment is reorganizing, creating another del.ay in the process.
“The contract right now is in review
by upper management,” said Xenia Bixler, DiRctor of the Grants Development
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A former advisor to an Israeli prime minister spoke
last night in an attempt to prove that Israel, a coun
try whose policies have been embroiled in controver
sy lately due to its conflict with Gaza, is actually “the
champion of human rights in the world.”
He began the evening by explaining to an audience
of moR than 50 students and community members
why Israel sometimes holds policies such as instituting
mad blocks and checkpoints in Gaza, that critics say
aRii’t democratic.
“All democracies occasionally have need to restrict
the freedoms we take for granted in the intCRst of pur
suing some higher gtial,” he said. “ For example, we
Americans consider the right to privacy sacRd. But we
forfeit our right to privacy every time we go onto an
airplane. Opening our suitcases, our private pmperty is
a fundamental violation of our rights. But we allow our
rights to be violated in pursuit of a moR fundamental
right — the right not to be blown up in an airplane.”
He also tried to Rflite the claim that Israel is de
nying Palestinians the right to self-determination. He
said that according to international law, no people have
the right to self-determination, including countries he
says have a gRater claim to independence such as the
Kurds.
“ Definitions have been w arped by the casual use o f
that term in ways that aR ii’t legitimate in Ral discourse
based on law and international Rlations,” he said.
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Office, on
Wednesday.
“It’s not quite
to the president
yet. It’s actually
with the C'.al Poly
Ciorporation employ
ees; the legal counsel for the
corporation as well as the execu
tive staff and Dean C^pava.”
“The next step is when we —
the executive staff and the president
— aR happy and satisfied that the
risk is bound to the university at an
acceptable level, we will return that
contract to the Saudis... At that point,
we will see if they accept that or not.
It’s Rally hard to say,” she said.
Bi.xler said she will try to get ati-
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Cal Poly’s plans to help Jubail University College in
Saudi Arabia develop an engineering program has
been dogged by controversy and delays.

see Contract, page 2
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The bulk of his speech concentrated on arguing that
in the aRa of warfaR, Israel is a leader in human rights.
For example, he compaRd the w;iy the Israeli Defease
Foae (IDF) conducts warfaR with the way the United
States military does.
“Did Americans drop flyers on the Afghan village
see Speaker, page 2

RACHEL GLAS m u s t a n g
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Aryeh Green, a noted pro-Israel advocate, dis
cussed Israeli and Middle Eastern human rights
issues last night to a diverse crowd.

Knowledge gives power
to Change the Status Quo
Samantha MacConnell
MUSTANG DAILY

C'al Poly students and community
members concerned with different
societal issues will have the chance
to become better informed on their
issue o f choice and discover how to
take action at the 7th Annual Change
the Status Q uo,“A Student’s Role in
Shaping Society.”
“A lot of people know what they
want to do, but they don’t know
where to start,” said social sciences
sophomore Michelle Fox, who is
one of four directors involved in
coordinating the event with Stu
dent Community Services. “This is
a good place to start. It’s a student’s
role in shaping society.”
The two-day event kicks off Fri
day evening with a preview of the
presenters from all 28 of Saturday’s
workshops. Presenters will discuss
multiple issues, promote discussion
and provide students tangible tools
to take action on campus.
“I think it’s an awesome place to
meet people that are passionate and
willing to actually put ideas into
action because sometimes it’s hard
to find people like that,” said Jared

Gamm, a biology senior and a direc
tor o f the conference.
Slam poet Sonya Renee, who
many say has redefined what it
means to be a woman in slam po
etry, will conclude the evening with
her poetry, which discusses her social
activism and advocacy for women’s
rights.
“ It’s such a huge honor to have
her because she is just absolutely
amazing,” said Melody Shirazi, art
and design senior. “Her words are
articulate and she just moves you
with how she flows and her energy
onstage is kinetic.”
Friday’s event for the Status Quo
Conference takes place in Chumash
Auditorium at 5 p.m.The preview is
free and open to everyone.
Registration for the second day
of the conference, which is the day
of the workshops, costs $10 for stu
dents and $20 for non-students. The
price buys students an optional yoga
session, breakfast, lunch, a T-shirt and
the chance to be a part of a maxi
mum of four workshops.
“Something different we did with
our workshops this year is we re■see Conference, page 2
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other signed eoiitraet sent to the Saudi Koval
('oininission within the next two \yeeks, hut
admitted that tune frame may be overly optiniistie.
The proposed partnership between C!al
I'oly and |U (' has faced numerous obstacles
both at home and abroad since its initial pro
posal in late 2007. On campus, students and
faculw expressed oppositimi to a relationsliip
with a country whose customs discriminate
against women, Jews and honuisexuals and
numerous open tbruins were held to debate
tlie issue.
According to C'al holy administrators fa
miliar with the deal, how;‘ver, much of the
outrage stems from misinformation.
“All the information w.isn’t out there for
everybody to know and be on an equal level,”
Hixler said.“So that created some controversy.
1 think as more perrple know exactly what's
coming and they understand it, it becomes
less controversi.il.”
riiough the engineering program at jUC'
will initially only be open to men, C\il I’oly
(.rfhcials s.iy the Saudis h.ive told them that
they plan on creating parallel programs for
women. In addition, they assert that (^il I’oly
faculty selection to oversee the development
of' the department at jUC' will abide by all
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U.S. anti-discrimination Liws. They note that
faculty will not be teaching at jU d , but in
stead pl.iy a supervisory ride in developing
curriculum and facilities.
“We can’t discrimin.ite.and once again, the
l.iw prevents us from discriminating against
anyone,” Op.iva said. “It’s my understanding
that that part (of the contract) remained in
tact. 1 know that was a big source of concern
but we think that's cmered.”
Kegardless of promises of social progres
sion on the part of the Saudis, many students
and ficulty continue to question whether
C!al I’oly and its misNion of diversity in higher
learning should be associated with the Saudi
regime. Many also wonder if the deal is worth
the trouble of such ,i prolonged set of nego
tiations.
“When you have the opportunity to go to
into a country like this, we do have the oppor
tunity to affect change,” Op.iva said. “1 knowpeople disagree with that, lint we’ve seen his
torically that when you isolate countries, they
don't get any better, they get worse.”
‘’Who’s going to s.iy what we can do?” she
added. “As long .is we h.ive a dean of a col
lege and faculty who want to do a project,
we h.ive to be very careful. 1 mean, where do
you draw the line? It's a very slippery slope, in
my opinion.”
C'.ollege of Engineering Dean Moham
mad Noori declined to comment on the yetto-be-finalized contract.
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Conference
continued from page I

quired an action piece that all of the work
shops have something tangible you can use,”
Fox said. “Sometimes after a conference, nionientuni dies 1lere, we want to actually do
something that day and if you want to con
tinue with it, you have the opportunity.”
Last year, approximately 300 students and
coiiinumity members attended but the num
ber is expected to be higher this year.
'Fhe conference brings people together
who are passionate about issues college stu
dents and future leaders should be aware of
while giving information and an .iveiuie for
action, said Jacqueline Cdian, microbiology se
nior and a director of the event.
fh e keynote speaker will be Spencer Urodsky, a 17-ye.ir-old Maryland student who cre
ated a program that makes and sends stoves
that burn 70 percent less wood to Darfur.The
program, called Stoves for Darfur, creates a
more sustainable environment and less work
for women in gathering wood. He will begin
the event with a presentation after breakfast.
“We chose him because of his grassroots
organizing,” Fox said. “This one person did
this really cool thing, so therefore you guys
could do this really cool thing and all the
workshops could lead to this change.”

continued from page I

O ce a n Front C ondom inium S u ite s
L o c a te d 1/2 a b lo c k from
Papas & Beer

Toll Free
( 888) 849-4500
reservation s@ rosarito in n.com
w w w .rosaritoinii.conn

Other workshops include: Victory Over
Violence, which discusses passive violence^
and ways a person can take action against it;
Net Neutrality and the Future of the Internet,
which discusses the topic through inultimedia
and group activities, and Ckilifornia and the
New Energy Economy, which informs people
about the important energy and climate poli
cies, among many more.
The workshops are generally discussionbased, but there will be time for questions, an
swers and even more information available at
booths after each workshop.
“When you have .30 people in the same
room discussing an issue, it’s a powerful envi
ronment to be in and is lucrative to creative
thoughts, solutions get discussed and action
gets taken,” Cdian said.
Saturday’s event begins in Cdumiash Audi
torium at 0 a.111. with the optional yoga session
beginning at S a.in. Students can register the
d.iy of the event for $10. Students can view a
full list of workshops at www.scs.calpoly.edu.
“There is such a huge impact that one
person can have on another and I think that
hugely ties into what we do with the confer
ence,” Shirazi said. “You’re going to a work
shop and within that workshop, you are given
tangible tools of hmv you, this one small per
son, can empower yourself just by knowing
about what is happening in the world or to
other people. Knowledge is power.”

Speaker

Rosarito Inn

F o r R e se rv a tio n s

Thursday, February 26, 2009

$55
per night, per person
1 Bedroom - 4 guests

1 B«clroofn $220 00 a night (liku 4 guests), 2 Bedroom $270 00 a mght (htex 6 gumds), 3 Bedroom $320 00 a nigM (Max 8 guests)
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they bombed from the air killing 4(K)
civilians about two years ago when
they looked to attack an A1 Qaeda
stmnghold?” he .isked. “ No they did
not. Israel operations in (iaz.i seeking
to destroy Hamas rockets dropped tens
of thousands of Hyers calling on civil
ians to leave their homes and neigh
borhoods a diy before they bombed.”
1le also used the example when the
IDF inv.idedjinan in 2(MI2.a Palestin
ian refuge c.inip. According to (¡reen,
the IDF' invaded the city (which Israel
stated W.IS harboring terrorists) on the
ground instead of by air in an effort to
minimize civilian causalities.
Twenty-three IDF soldiers died
in the attack, all of which could h.ive
been patented had the IDF- attacked
bv .111, ( ireen said.

805 . 541.5111

As someone with two children
currently serving in the IDF; (Ireen
said,“l am not .it all cert.iin that it w.is
the right move Ity my government.
They could’ve bonilied the hell out of
the camp just as NA'I'Ci did in Bosnia
and just as America did in Iraq.”
“It happens, it’s part of war — but
those 23 soldiers died for one reason
alone; they died to pmtect the women,
children and men in that refuge camp.
If there is a better example in society
that holds the right to life .is the fundiniental human right I’ve been yet
made aware of it.”
(ireen also cited examples of Is
rael’s progressive stance on civilian
rights.
“Israel established six universities in
West Bank and (l.iza.1 lietx' aa‘ inoapublications .ind more fa'edom to
publish and criticize government than
any Muslim society, women’s rights
even gay rights were both intniduced
and pmtected by Israeli administra
tion,” he viid.
1le said he sympathized with the
plight of the I’alestinians.
“If we c.ia‘ for the Palestinians, if
we want to help them live a better life,
we must demand democraiy for the
Palestinians,” he s,iid.
Not eveiyoiie was convinced by
his speech. One audience inemlxT
s.iid she “appaxiates (his) arguments
.ilsoiit the ilefiiiition of human rights.”
She counteaxl liy s.iying that botli
Israel and the United States practice
and defend sute terror, w hich simply
higlilights the fact that “all of us need
to pert'orm Fx'tter Ix'c.iuse calling this
human rights lowers the st.ind.ial
annind the world.”
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CORRECTIONS
I'he Mustang I ).iily start takes
pride in publishing a diily newspa
per for the (\il Poly c.impus and the
neighlxiring community'. We appa*ciate your a'adership and .la' th.inkhil for vour caa'Hil axiding. Please
send your cora'ction su^stions to
nuistingdiily(if'ginail.com.
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• T'lie headline for the article in yesteaLiy’s edition incoractly stated that
Aryeh (ia'cn w a s a former spy, when
111 fact he worked for a former Israeli
prune minister who spent time in
prison for spying.
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WORD ON THE STREET

“What’s the best meal you make for
yourself as a busy college student?”

State

National

International

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Na
dya Suleman has voiced concern
that the hospital where her octuplets are being cared for may pre
vent her from taking them home
when they’re healthy enough in
coming weeks.
But in reality, hospitals don’t
prevent healthy children from go
ing home — child protective ser
vices do.
Hospital employees are man
dated to report to county authori
ties any concerns they have about
unsuitable home environments, a
mother’s emotional or psychologi
cal instability or any other situa
tion that could result in harm to a
child.
Tilk show host 1)r. Phil McGraw,
said the 33-year-old unemployed
mother called him Tuesday and said
hospital officials were worried that
her current living situation would
not be suitable.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Democratic-controlled House
pushed through a $410 billion
measure Wednesday that boosted
domestic programs, bristled with
earmarks and chipped away at pol
icies left behind by the Bush ad
ministration.
The vote was 245-178, largely
along party lines.
Republicans assailed the mea
sure as too costly — particularly on
the heels of a $787 billion stimulus
bill that President Barack Obama
signed last week. But Democrats
jabbed back.
“The same people who drove
the economy into the ditch are
now complaining about the size
of the tow truck,” said Rep. James
McGovern, D-Mass., pointing
out the large increase in deficits
that President George W. Bush
and GOP-controlled Congresses
amassed.

GENEVA (AP)— Glaciers in
Antarctica are melting faster and
across a much wider area than
previously thought, a develop
ment that threatens to raise sea
levels worldwide and force mil
lions of people to flee low-lying
areas, scientists said Wednesday.
Researchers once believed
that the melting was limited to
the Antarctic Peninsula, a narrow
tongue of land pointing toward
South America. But satellite data
and automated weather stations
now indicate it is more wide
spread.
The melting “also extends all
the way down to what is called
west Antarctica,” said Colin Summerhayes, executive director of
the Britain-based Scientific Com
mittee on Antarctic Research.
“That’s unusual and unexpect
ed,” he told The Associated Press
in an interview.

"I love cooking fa jita s, with
chicken and bell peppers. It’s
pretty easy and ta s te s really
good.”
-Alan Tonissen,

architecture engineering
senior

"P asta — I like penne w ith
parm esan cheese.”
■Carri Telesco

journalism sophomore

I
"I get ground turkey, and m ake
turkey burgers on the George
Foreman grill,”
-Kyle Shoem aker

business management Junior

This could b e you.
“ We cook dinners in my
sorority, G am m a Phi Beta,
and usually m ake taco bars,
to sta d a pizzas or spaghetti
w ith to m a to e s and basil.”

ASI Election Packets
Now Available

-Elizabeth Allison
k/nes/o/ogy Junior

President and Board of Directors

COMPILED AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY GENEVIEVE LOGGINS

Oyster farmer sues state

Applications available online
at asi.calpoly.edu or the
ASI Business Office UU212

for leaking restrooms

Filing Deadline;
Friday, March 6,2009

An oyster tanner is suing ('.iliforma because sewage fix>in Morro Bay
State I'ark restrooms allegeiU\’ leaked
into the bay and conuininated oyster
beds.
The Tonuiles Bay Oyster C'o. al
leges in last month’s San Luis Obispo
C'ounty Superior ('ourt lawsuit that a
faulty sewage lift station serving two
restrooms in the park allowed fecal
coliform bacteria into Morro Bay.
State park officials deny restroom

OSHt

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

leakage.
The sute Department of Health
Services shut down the farm in May
because of consistently high levels of
bacteria in the bay. Oysters aa* filter
feeders that can concentrate bacteria
and other to.\ins in their flesh.
State health officials want bacteria
levels within state guidelines for 18
months befba* oyster farming can re
sume.
-Associated Press

.AS! x^tll be every 'student's
c(>nncvtion to the ultimate college
experience.

Brought to you every Thursday by

Division of Student Affairs

DINING AND PROFESSIONAL ETIQ U ETTE
Good manners are always in style! You represent your company image wherever you
go—during business hours and afterward. Always remember that you are an extension
o f your organization and the way it conducts business. It is likely you w ill have either a
“food" interv iew or you may attend a more formal dining event through your employment.
Here are some do's and don'ts to make sure you will be a success!
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Fine Indian Cuisine
www.shalimarslo.com
805.781.0766
GarUc Naan, Prathas, Salads Soups and Much More

Lunch Buffet $6.96 TUE-SAT
FREE DELIVERY in SLO area

Hours

Lunch ll:30am -3:00pm TUE-SUN
Dinner 5:00pm‘ 10:00pm TUE-SUN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TURN OFF YOUR CELL PHONE!
Your goal is to make people feel comfortable and respected at the meal
Remember, it’s not about the food, it's about how you present yourself
Sit when your host sits, wait for them to put their napkin on their lap first
Order food in the mid price range
Avoid ordering food that drips, squirts or slips
Your bread plate is always on the left, your water glass is on the right
Work from the outside in w ith your utensils
Always pass the salt and pepper together (they arc a pair and should not be separated)
[3on*t ask for a doggie bag
Avoid alcohol
Don’t apply lipstick, comb your hair, blow your nose or speak with
M-F, 8-4:30
food in your mouth
Cal Poly, Building 124
• Relax and be yourself!
.
805.756.2501
WWW. careerservices. calpoly, edu
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The New Mentawais
A fresh take on one o f the premiere surfing destinations
The next morning, it is still dark when I reach
the top level of the stern and no one is there. As 1
M 'l ( I \l i n m i M l S I V M i D A II 'I
feel the cool, humid air slowly move across my skin.
A siirt\‘xp(.‘i.lition to the Montawai Islands would be a dream I hear music (or in.iybe words) come out from over
the city. It takes me a second
destination tor anyone that loves ridbefore I realize it's a Muslim
a bi-weekly series
inn waves. Many months betöre, there
prayer. It almost seems the
had been whisperrs by members ot the
pr.iyer, not the river, is car
Clal Poly Surt' leam about a trip to the
rying us out into the ocean.
islands led by two ot surf journalism s
The boat slowly
leading prot'essionals. Those whispers
moves past the
grew to meetings then to plans.The trip
streets
and
lunises
that
are
quiet save a few
eame with a hetty price tag but there was just no way that 1
could justity' not going; it sounded like everything a surter and a dogs and a woman washing her face in the
muddy water.
journalism student could want.
We would ride aboard the boat 1)’bora for two weeks with
Matt and Sam Cleorge, long-time writing and editing forces The Last Mile
The sun has barely fought its way
behind Surter Magazine. 1 hey would give us insight into the
through
the thick mangroves a s! searched
world of surt'journalism while surting and earning three college
credits.To round it out, the trip included humanitarian aid with for saltwater crocodiles in the shady cor
ners of the canal. The journey with our
and for the charming, ever-smiling Indonesian people.
But I’d been on a lot of surt' trips that turned out to be tlif- group on two small dinghies seemed to
ferent than 1 expected. The long nights partying in Bah, the Hat take ages, but soon w'e were docked in
spells in New Zealand and the lines of people waiting for waves Siberu, school supplies and soccer balls
in Australia were aspects of surt travel that 1 never saw coming. slung over our shoulders searching out
the schoolhouse. It wasn’t a long search;
Cxauld this trip be as good as it sounded?
screaming children, kids hanging out win
dows and teachers in militaristic uniforms
Damp Departure
In the port city of l^adang, D’bora is hard to make out the led us to our destination.
The classrooms bustled with excited kids as we distributed
boat in the ram and the dark. It is a renovated Panisi, an Indone
sian fishing boat, with a wooden hull and gunnels that run down packages of pencils, erasers, notebooks and other assorted school
supplies.The kids yelled, cried and smiled. One of our crew asked
tfom each end forming what looks like an 8(*-foot smile.
Five of my teammates fkmi Poly Surf Team board the boat in choppy Indonesian if they wanted to play some soccer.
No matter the culture, one thing students will always have
along with a surfer and surfboard shaper fixmi Washington D.C.,
a photographer fixmi British Columbia and an all-Indonesian in common is their love for recess. The children came flying
out of that schoolhouse like bees fixmi a disturbed hive. For the
boat crew none of whom speak English.
next half hour I received beatings in both soccer
Our surf guides are two American
and volleyball. My shirt soaked with sweat from
ex-patriots and rounding out our group
the intensity of the muggy, tropical air, I sat to take
are two female Muslim interpreters.
a break next to one of my colleagues, who asked,
“How awesome would you think this was if you
BRADY ClARKE
were in school? A bunch of foreigners show up un
Interpretor Patra Rina Dewi, right,
announced give you things you will actually use,
rides waves firom the back of boat.
give you an unexpected recess and play with you?”
Taylor, bottom, plays with Indone
The question was answered by the smiles on the
sian boys in the water.
kid’s faces and the chaotic schoolyard.
Vi’ill Taylor

C A L A S lie F S
P Q kY V aw «K d

Cranking Class
For most of my college can.*er I’ve fought the
urge to skip classes and go surting. During our
floating class, things were different. Class could oc
cur at any time during the day, revolving around
what the waves were doing. We would have meet
ings after the dawn patrol, after dinner or while h.iving a beer.
During class on the boat, it w'as hard to evenly split my gaze
between one of the (ieorge bixithers and barrels. While Matt’s
classes were exploratory and abstract, Sam’s teachings were more
regimented and direct.
The surf students were also unique since students cared and
took pride and responsibilitv' in their actions whether it be in life
or in the classmom. Every' assignment that we did on the boat,
we read in fixmt of the class. It forced us not only to be critical
of other’s work but of our own as well. No one slacked, no one
blew oft assignments and no one skipped class to go surting. We
didn’t have to.
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Japanese Restaurant
Sushi Bar

Teppan G rill

Party Room

Karaoke Room

□PEM ALL DiKy

SPECIALS

M-TR, 11am-10pm
FrI & Sat, 11 am -11pm
Sun, 12pm-9pm

$ 1.95 Sm *ll-S*k« or Beer
S3.9S Urge-Sake'or Beer
$3.95 A choke of One Appetizer:

HAPPy HOUR SPECIAL

Ve9etable, Mixed-, Fish-,Calamari Tempura,

Everyday 3-5 pm

Gyoza, Heart Attack, Monkey Ball

1,0* 0 *0 * Valfev Rd

11560 Los O jos Valley Rd
San Luis Obispo, C A 93405
805 595,1500
1 8/7.SUSHIYA

I

www.sushiyareslaurani net

*

BRADY CIARKE

Freelancer photographer
Brady Clarke, top, is greeted
by Indonesian students. l.e(t,
journalism junior Will Taylor
rides a wave on the Indonesia
trip.
Peace On Panisi
The waves were coming in two
perfect sets at Rag’s Rights, a fairly
famous break. As we watched them
fixmi our anchor point, people started to gravitate towards the
lineup, despite its inconsistent and shallow manner. Our Islamic
interpreters had somehow been talked into towing on surfboards
behind the skiff and a crew had joined them in that mission.
Soon, 1 was the last remaining English speaker not enjoying the
ocean.
Instead of joining in, I grabbed a Bintang beer, an issue of
Surfer Magazine and a Beng Beng, a popular local candy bar. I
opened my beer and took in the view fixmi the top floor of our
Panisi.
In that moment, I felt no desire to surf. Instead, I felt an odd
contentment with being in that place at that moment. Two Is
lamic women were taking turns towing on surfboards behind the
skiff with our crew’s only female student. It was something that
they wouldn’t have dreamed of a couple of weeks prior. Four of
the guys made up the cheering section while rest of the students
were out in the lineup picking off a few good waves. One of the
crew was floating just off the shoulder fishing with a hand line
and as we would discover later, was making a killing.
I felt like I was in the center of a merry-go-round. There
were so many good experiences happening all around me and 1
was privileged to be able to see them all. I watched people mak
ing memories, taking friends and making the most of an incred
ible trip while giving back to the Indonesian people.
As the sun set that night, the sky turned into a swirling watercolor. Shades of orange, red and purple reflected onto the
ocean fixmi the evening sky like a massive mirror. A dinner of
fish caught a few hours earlier was served and I couldn’t help but
smile; this trip had been different.
HWIaylor is ajotmuilistn junior ivui J MusUinji IXtily {¡itvsl uriicr. I-or
information on this year's Journey, ^o to lastmileoperatiotus.com.
in')! I'O R ’S \'()T ¡:: Cal Poly (Causes will he a netr hi-uvek'ly series
written by studaits u>lto u\mt to share their exfurietices almtt sendee
learninx’ at a Uval, national and global InvI. I*lease send submissions to
mustan\¡dail)>u’ire(a¡¡^mail.com.
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Tragedy and love mix in student
production o f famous Lorca play
Chelsea Bieker
Ml STAN(i DAM 'I

WrittcMi m l ‘>33 by taiiioiis
Spanish poet
(Ian. a l.orca,“ Blood Wedding," or “ Bodas de
sangrc‘,” is a tale ofiinreiiinted love,
honor, tradition and passion.
Inspireil by an Andalusian
newspaper article, this intrieately
woven tale of a love triangle gone
w rong features both dialogue and
poetry phasing se.nniessly from
linglish to Sp.uiish,
|osh Maeh.iiner, director ot the
('al Poly's the.itre and dance de
partment, said l.orc.i's play show
cases the storv of a bride and
groom interrupted on iheir wed
ding day by the bride's previous
lover proclaiming his feelings for
her.
" I he story itself is fairly sim
ple," he s,nd.“('iuy meets girl, girl
still loves guy, they run off together,
two guys kill one another — like a
Spanish ‘Komeo and Juliet.’"
Machanier said that because of
I t)rca's strong poetic background,
the play intertwines poetry and
music to the rural Spanish back
drop.
“ Me is a poet first," he said.
“What IS .ipparent is I orca trying
to infuse poetry and dance from a
riamenco perspective."
The setting of the play is sim
ple. “a stripped-down wiirld," as
Machanier described it; a stark,
almost barren stage with a projec
tor screen m the back center. I he
furniture is all iiiaile of basic wood
and the costumes will be m ono
chrome. allowing actors to move
tlmnigh scenes, their clothing ab
sorbing the color ot the lighting.
“ Its creating a living paint
ing,” Machanier said.“ It highlights
these artistic images for each scene
that happens sni stage that is more
representational versus realistically
presentational.”
Lorca was greatly mriuenced
by roommate and friend Salvador
Dali. The designer has incorpo
rated his influence, as well as the
influence of other modern Span
ish artists, like Pablo Picasso, to the
set.
Technical director Howard (iee
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Located at 817 Palm St.
Downtown near the mission
The Reader
F ri:4:00,6;45 , 9:15
Sat: 1:30,4:00,6:45, 9:15
Sun; 1:30, 4:00,6:45
M on-Tues & Thurs: 4:00, 6:45
Wed: 4:00
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The W restler
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Monday Ail shows $5.00

myspace.com/
thepalmtheatre
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The cast of C^al Poly s produc
tion of l,orcas “Blood Wedding”
rehearses for their upcoming
performances in the months of
February and March.
said that the actors move most of
the props around during scenes,
and that it is all part of the style
the designer wanted to add to the
prodiK tioii.
” rile eostume and lighting de
signers eomplimented that style,”
he said. “The lights push eaeh
seene to the speeifie color range
they want.“
T heatre junior and stage man
ager Melanie Marshall said that re
hearsals have been getting progres
sively better as the actors are able
to connect w ith their lines.
“ It's very impressive to see peo
ple go from reading lines and then
four days later they sound fl.iwless.” she said. "They know what
they are saying. The actors find
more every time.”
Marshall said that the story is a
familiar one that everyone will be
able to relate to, but is told in a
very original way.
“What do you do when you
don’t end up with the person you
see Wedding, page 6

STUDENTS’ STAGE PLAYWRITING CONTEST
Submit your scene, monologue or
one act, see your work perfonned
and win $ 5 0 prize money.

3 winners.
Due date: March 2.
Pick up forms in bldg 45 upstairs
on the Students* Stage board.
More info:
studentsstage@gmail.eom

IS E lb J A L *
www.sequal.com
SeQual TechrKilogies & Clearwater Tech, LLC presents

ashley m a tte
with

each passing day

T O N I G H T

• 7:30pm • 2 ] +

Downtown Brew
1119 G arden St, San Luis Obispo
advanced tickets available at Boo Boo’s or ticketweb.com
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learning about Lorca.”
Roy said that the play is not
in a traditional A-B, A-B conver
sation format, which adds to its
unique qualities.
“ It has really beautiful language,
she said. “It sounds beautiful. It’s
probably not what a lot of people
are expecting. It’s very deep and
very romantic, dealing with an ex
coming back into your life want
ing to get together with you. I
think anyone can relate to that.”
Theatre junior Redzuan plays
the role o f Death in the play, and
through his experience has learned
to see death in a new way.
“ I think it’s partly a commen
tary on how there are bad things
that can happen when you follow
what you want to do,” he said. “ It
deals with duty and honor and
what happens with passion.”
Redzuan said that everyone
should come to the live produc
tion.
“ People should see theater be
cause there is something about live
performances,” he said. “ It is po
etry and it will draw people in and
hopefully stir something in them.”
“ Blood Wedding,” is the second
show' of three as part o f the the
atre and dance department’s 200H2009 Mainstage Season.
All performances will take place
in the Spanos Theatre at H p.m.
Feb. 26 to 2H and March .S to 7.
A matinee performance is sched
uled for 2 p.m. Saturday, March 7.
Tickets are $10 to $12. For ticket
information, call 756-27H7.

Wedding
continuedJrom page 5
want to be w'ith?” she said.“ It’s the
idea of regretting things that could
have been, and wanting to rebel
against society.”
Marshall said that the simple
props and costuming go along
with the theme of a lack of indi
viduality.
“ It’s very cohesive and it allows
for changes and mood based off
the lighting,” she said. “Each scene
has its own color. It is about an in
dividual fighting against a repres
sive society.”
Theatre sophomore Natalie
Roy plays the liride, a leading role.
She said that her character is very
psychologically deep because of
her ties to tradition and her urge
to break away.
“ It has been interesting to play,”
she said. “But it’s been kind of
hard. There is always the struggle
to do what’s right and the struggle
to do what your heart is leaning
you towards.”
Roy said that along with an
intense rehearsal schedule, the ac
tors are also brushing up on their
Spanish-speaking skills in order to
be at one with the production.
“Some of the poetry that is in
volved is really difficult to wrap
your mouth around,” she said.
“ It has been nice because w-e are
learning about the culture and
how to pronounce words, and
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Gun Sales
Huge Selection of Am m unition
Pep p er S p ra y and
Certified Shooting in struction
P
e rso n a l P ro te ctio n
Pepper Spray, Stun Gun, and
P ro d u c ts
Personal Protection Products
• Gun Accessories • Holsters and Gun Safes
• Sure Fire Flashlights
• Bench-made Knives
• 5.11 Tactical Wear
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ATTENDEES

Wednesday, March 11

Alamo Self Storage
Avila Hot Springs
Brazil Heights
Cal West
Charter Communications
Commuter Services
De Tolosa Ranch
Dream Dinners
EOC Health Services
Farrell Smyth
Foothill Gardens
McNamara Realty
Murray Station
Mustang Village
Sierra Vista
SLO PD
Stenner Glen
University Housing
Valencia
Watson Manor
Woodstocks

11 am - 2 pm on Dexter Lawn
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to off campus living!
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LETTERS

A new movement
for sovereignty

TO THE EDITOR
L ib ertarian c o lu m n w as
sim p listic and o ffe n siv e
In response to Jeremy Hicks’
column “Stimulus lures with
promise of instant gratification”:
I found this column otfensive,
as well as replete with fallacious ar
guments and devoid of any logical
arguments. As an appeal to emo
tions. however, it is outstamliiig.
lo refer to people, usually women
aiul children, who find themselves
111 unfortunate circumstances and
needing temporary assistance as
“parasites" and “maggots” is arro
gant, cruel and lacking in compas
sion.
1licks’ opinion expresses a sim
plistic black and w hite view o f our
society, and creates a “them or us”
mentality at a time when consen
sus building would best serve us.
1le claims the iiKijority of us
lack the intellectual tools to un
derstand tlie current recession, and
are "a prejudiced, self-centered
lot." And because I’m a Democrat.
I’m “weak-aiid-wisli fill-minded."
It this IS liis coiuhisioii about our
society, I think he needs to find ,i
better class of people to hang out
w ith.
The only thing that keeps I licks’
column from being laugliable is its
meaii-spiritediiess and failure to
display any critical thinking skills
whatsoever.

The states^ rights movement is
steam once
aj^ain as the central {government prepares fo r the latest
round o f poiver-hnildin^i^.
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters fo r grammar profanities
and length. Letters, comm entaries and
cartoons do not represent the views o f
the Mustang Daily. Please lim it length to
250 words. Letters should include the
w riter's full name, phone num ber m ajor
and class standing. Letters must com e
from a Cal Poly e-mail account. D o not
send letters as an attachment. Please
send the te x t in the body o f the e-mail.

B y e-m ail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com

B y mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26. Room 226
Cal Poly, S L O C A 93407

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighbonng com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful fo r your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to m u stan gd aily@ gm ail.co m .

notices
The Mustang Daily is a “ designated
public fiDrum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
w ithout censorship o r advance ap
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per. however, the removal o f m ore than
one copy o f the paper per day is sub
ject to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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"It's like my mind, it goes really s/ow."

I he movement ol'st.ues tleclaring sovereignty in
regards to the Tenth Ameiulnient has created ijiiite
The
a stir .imoiig constitutional cmiservatiws lately. Al
though not widely reported, thirteen states curreuily have legislation pending to aftirin their states’
rights as defined by the U.S. Constitution. Sever.il
states, including C'alifbi nia, have passed siiniLir res
olutions in tlie recent past. I hese resolutions syniby C o l i n M c K i m
holize the friistr.ition of state goveriiinents being
subjected to nundates .iiid other fetleral laws that
strict coiistriictioniscs view as iinconstitmional.
Americans prior to the American (hvil War. I he
For those readers not familiar with the Tentli
Chvil War redefmeil America by crushing the ('o n .^incndnient. it reads: “ The powers not delegated
fedcracy, v\ hich was grounded in the belief that
to the United States by the Constitution, not prostates were smereign and could separate themselves
hihiteii by it to the States, are reserved to the States
from tlie union if they so desired. '! he states’ rights
respectively, tir to the people." The leiith .Aniendmovement is gaining steam once again .is the cen
nient, along with the Ninth Amendment, power
tral government prepares for tlie latest rouiul of
fully affirms the limits of the United States gov
power-building.
ernment and directs a strict interpretation of the
Activists pushing for centralized approaches to
Cainstittition. .Alexander Hamilton and his Federal
social problems present a special concern to states’
ist followers urged states to ratify the Chinstitmion
rightists. For example those crusading for national
despite llaniilton’s opposition to tlie Hill o f Rights.
ized healthcare avoid the fact that such a system is
Hut Hamilton's principle argument against the Hill
not authorized by the U.S. (Constitution. Rather,
of Rights was that it was unnecessary, and that once
these activists focus on tlie emotional heartstrings
certain rights were affirmed, others assumed to he
of citizens to allow tlie creation of such a system.
held by the states and people would he at risk of
Yet there is an alternative that both states' rightists
abuse.
and socialists can support. States can provide their
Hamilton asked in Federalist Number 84. “ For
own socialized healthcare system if they so choose.
why declare that things shall not he done which
Massachusetts provides free health insurance cover
there is no power to do? Why, for instance, slnnild
age for those citizens considered eligible. Senator
it he said that the liberty of the press shall not be
John Kerry (l)-Mass.) claims this program is a great
restrained, when no power is given by which re
success.
strictions m.iy be imposed?”
The states’ rights argument goes both ways.
Hut over the years, courts including the U.S. Su
Sometimes states infringe upon areas where the
preme CTnirt have justified many federal infringefederal government has been granted authority to
meuts of state sovereignty through their loose
protect. For example, take state laws restricting gun
interpretation of clauses in the (Constitution. For
rights. CCalifornia has among the strictest law's in
example, the C.ommerce (Clause of Article I, Sec
the union regarding what arms one can and cannot
tion 8 states: “The (Congress shall h.ive Lower... To
possess within its boundaries. State legislators have
regulate commerce w ith foreign nations, among the
claimed such laws are reasonable, and so far (Tilistates, and with the Indian tribes."This danse has
fornia’s restrictions on its citizens’ right to keep and
been used to justify federal laws ranging from the
bear arms has not been significantly challenged. As
illegality of certain drugs to gim-frec zones around
a right that the founders assumed already existed
schools, criminalizing actions even when they do
and reaftirmed in the Second Amendment, arms
not cross state boundaries. Originalists, such as
restrictions should not be in the dominion o f the
those politicians supporting the state resolutions,
states’ laws. The landmark Supreme (Tnirt decision
claim such laws are invalid.
in the case District of Columbia v. Heller last year
American tax policy is a principle cause o f the
m.ay work to reverse some o f these unconstitution
federal government becoming so involved in the
al arms restrictions laws through incorporation (via
micromanagement of the states and individuals. As
the Fourteenth Amendment) by lower courts when
I discussed last week, a consequence of the Six
state and local laws are challenged.
teenth Amendment has been the grow'th of central
In the unfortunate case that these individual and
ized government power. I'he federal government
state rights resolutions are ignored by the growing
now takes so much money from its citizens, that
power of the central government, what is the next
any tax increase by a state might just be the straw
step? A world government? With the ratification o f
that breaks the back of that state’s economy. When
the UN Law o f the Sea Treaty likely later this year
states let budgets get out of hand — a condition
by the U.S., a world government over the oceans
that has arisen in many states, including o f course
is already taking root. The U.S. must take a stand
California — states then go begging to the federal
to stop handing over authority to an organization
government for a budget bailout. Whereas the feds
with much anti-American sentiment and socialist
always seem to have plenty of money, states are in
objectives. It’s time to make a stand for sovereignty,
capable of raising money through the inflation tax.
at both the state and national levels.
What we have now are states subservient to the
union they form.
Colin McKim is an environmental management and pro
Hut it wasn’t always this way. States’ rights over
tection Junior and a Mustang Daily political columnist.
centralized power was the common mindset of

Conservative
Constitutionalist

Linda Stark
('.al Poly advancement services
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The arbitrary ‘A ’
Do you ever feel like an “A”
grade is arbitrary, intimidating and
possibly useless?
[what Others say]
I
mean, what is a letter grade
select commentary from other
anyway? Think of it this way: if
university newspapers
you get an H9 percent in a class
and the kid next to you gets a 90
percent, that student is an “A” stu
dent, top of the top, 4.0! And, you,
oh lowly you, only one point away,
participate? Shouldn’t they get
are deemed average.
a little something extra? 1 think
There is little difference be so.
tween you and that pompous jerkThroughout history, some of
next to you, but nobody knows our favorite scientists weren’t
because you are labeled as a “B” e.xactly “A” students. Einstein’s
student.
grammar school teacher is quoted
I once had a professor who told as saying, “never will he get any
me to get an “A” in his class, I had where,” and Isaac Newton once
to reach a 95 percent. Struck by pulled a horse’s bridle for miles
this obvious unfairness, I felt dis before he realized there was no
respected and upset. I knew that horse in it. These are two of the
a 95 percent was not out of reach, most influential scientists and they
but the fact that I could have a 94 don’t fit the “A” student mold, so
percent and still be deemed aver why should we follow it?
age really freaked me out.
I suppose we have to have some
I confronted this professor, system for grading students and,
whom I really like and respect, obviously, the letter grade system
and asked him why that was his has been around for a long time.
policy. He replied, “All of you are But should tradition stomp mod
too hung up on letter grades; just ern versatility?
do good work and show me that
I think it is more than possible
you care and you will be fine.”
for students to be evaluated in a
This got the good old wheels different manner. While exams
turning and I began to think about and papers can be a good reflec
what he said. I have to admit, I am tion of the knowledge learned in
one of those kids who likes the la class, there are always cheaters and
bel. I want “As,” and most of the crammers. If teachers reflected a
time I will do whatever 1 need to good 50 percent or more of our
get them, but what is the point? grade on attendance and partici
Do letter grades really reflect a pation, 1 think the educational en
students intelligence?
vironment would be much more
What about all of those kids fulfilling and stimulating.
who never go to class, cram for a
Students need to attend class.
test and luckily end up making a On every list of “Ways to succeed
95 percent? O f course they forget in college,” “go to class” is num
all of that information a day later, ber one. Those who participate
courtesy of cramming. Red Bull are learning more because they
and Airheads, but the point is, they are obviously listening and if a
got an “A.”
professor realizes that the student
Meanwhile, the kids who at is working hard, attending office
tend all classes, have absorbed all hours, wants to improve, etc. then
of the lectures and experience that student’s participation portion
and are well versed in the material of the grade will raise or be sus
make the same “A.” However, they tained.Those who choose to sleep,
are held at the same level of in drink and party their way through
telligence on the transcript as the college will definitely be burned
Red Bull kid. This seems unfair to by this system, and rightly so.
me.
Shouldn’t our teachers respect Lindsey Pruitt is a columnist at the
those students who attend class, Arkansas Traveler at the University
are interested in the material and of Arkansas, where this ivas oric^inally
go the extra mile to speak up and puhlished.

Vveb^
ElCOMMBJlS
Kudos Jeremy for writing the
only article worth reading in the
opinion section! You never disap
point and I always look forward
to Wednesday’s Mustang Daily
solely for your insight.
— Annie Azevedo
Response to “Stimulus lures with
promise of instant {¡ratification ”
The words “the Mardi Gras rio t”
should never be muttered in the
same sentence. I wasn’t in SECT
and I don’t know what happened
but, as with most riots, I’m sure
it was just two crowds trying to
outdo each other’s overreactions.

Yesterday in New Orleans,
seven people were injured in a
shooting in broad day light on
the main parade route. Now,
as appalling as that may be, do
you think the great city of New
Orleans will shut down Mardi
Gras next year? No chance! The
majority o f the peopU still know
how to behave themselves while
having a good time and respect
ing traditions. I suppose, if there
is no tradition to learn from,
then people won’t even know
where to begin when it conies to
celebrating something like Mardi
Liras. The essence of Mardi Liras
is supposed to be a celebration of
life, that’s it, nothing more. You
don’t need a bar to have an event
or a parade to celebrate. People
can celebrate in their own way. I
suppose the city o f SLL') cele
brated Mardi Gras by sucking the
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Obama’s
speech oflfers
visionary
solutions

CH

The
According to a
New York Times
P
poll released Tues
c h a n g e :
day, “55 percent of
Americans say they
DEAN ROHRER NEWSART
are just making ends meet,
with more than six in 10 con
cerned that someone in their household might lose
his (or her) job in the next year.” Sixty-one percent
of those polled said they believe the condition o f the
economy is “very bad.”
Also on Tuesday, President Obama detailed ambi
tious proposals in a speech before Congress, and he
told them to act swiftly in passing legislation aimed
at improving the economy and helping the American
people through this recession.
After the president spoke, Sen. John McCain
(R-AZ), Rep. Kevin Brady (R-TX) and Rep. Mi
chael Burgess (R-TX) commented to the media that
the speech lacked details. Not only is that a weak
criticism, it’s simply not true.
President Obama made it clear that credit is the
“lifeblood o f our economy” and he proposed “cre
ating a new lending fund that represents the largest
effort ever to help provide auto loans, college loans
and small business loans to the consumers and entre
preneurs who keep this economy running.”
Because o f the outrage over several stories of bank
C E O ’s misuse o f the $700 billion bailout funds —
like those who lined their pockets with bonuses —
President Obama assured Americans and Congress
that under his administration, banks will have proper
oversight. He also said that if we don’t act, our prob
lems will culminate into a greater crisis that will then
cost even more.
He addressed Republican concerns over spend
ing when he vowed to cut the deficit in half by the
end of his first term. He said his administration has
gone through the budget line-by-line to “eliminate
the no-bid contracts” in Iraq, stop funding Cold War
weapons America no longer uses, remove the waste
and fraud in Medicare and end tax breaks for big cor
porations that ship jobs overseas.
President Cibama also spoke very clearly about
specific issues he will emphasize in his forthcoming
budget proposal, such as health care and energy.

Lib0ral Lens

O

life right out o f the entire issue,
and thereby its citizens.
For what it’s worth. I celebrated
Mardi Liras by going out and
had a fun, safe time. As we say in
Louisiana,“ Laissez les bon temps
rouler.”
—

Thom as

Response to “Mardi Gras: all quiet
on the SLO front"
LTbviously we are being led by
wishful thinkers. President Kram
er and President Baker’s beliefs
that Lial Poly has the chance to
be a completely “open” campus
in the future hardly seems pos
sible and extremely naive. Facts
illustrate our make-up here at
L?al Poly to be predominately
C.aucasian with minimal ac
ceptance of other ethnicities.
Unless Baker’s “model” consists
of reaching out to other eth

b y S te p h a n ie E n g la n d

He told Congress that the crushing cost of health
care causes a bankruptcy in America every 30 sec
onds, and that his plan will “invest in electronic health
records and new technology that will reduce errors,
bring down costs, ensure privacy and save lives.”
He said of energy policy, “I ask this Congress to
send me legislation that places a market-based cap on
carbon pollution and drives the production of more
renewable energy in America.”
He continued,saying,“To support that innovation,
we will invest $15 billion a year to develop technolo
gies like wind power and solar power, advanced bio
fuels, clean coal and more efficient cars and trucks
built right here in America.”
I urge those who missed the president’s speech to
take a look at each initiative and the details o f his
proposals online.
Tuesday night, as Gov. Jindal (R-LA) gave the
rebuttal to President Obama’s speech and my eyes
glossed over during each of his meaningless anec
dotes, my meditations drifted to the infinite wisdom
o f the pundits who warned me beforehand that the
Republican response would be a major buzz-kill.
I did not hear any new ideas from the Republicans
on reforming energy and healthcare policy or ending
the recession. In fact, 1 didn’t hear any new ideas at all.
They only rattled off their talking points: increasing
taxes will ruin the economy and the stimulus package
will expand the power of the federal government.
But it doesn’t really matter what Republicans say
anyway. In the Times’ poll previously mentioned, the
majority of those polled said they would rather Ba
rack Obama stick to his policies than work with R e
publicans. I agree. We need visionary solutions and
Republicans aren’t even in the business of solutions
yet.
Stephanie England is an Hni^lish Junior and a Mustant;
Daily political columnist.

nicities and tries to increase the
percentage o f people accepted
that aren’t ethnically L^uicasian, I
don’t foresee any change happen
ing soon. Ldiange takes time and
L?al Poly, while being progressive
in some ways, will not become
progressive in the diversity area
any time soon.
—

B rie

Response to “Xeiv diversity initia
tives underway"
If you were aiming for a well
thought out rebuttal of Schinult’s
position, you missed. If, however,
you were aiming for sounding
like a bitter former student who
isn’t qualified to judge architec
ture beyond “ I like/dislike that,”
then you’ve hit dead center!
To be clear, I am not defending
Schmidt’s position. I think an
update o f the UU Plaza, specifi

cally the one proposed, isn’t an
afTront on modern architecture
or any of the other things sug
gested. Architecture is (for the
most part) subjective, and for
every enthusiast o f a project
there will be at least one nay
sayer to balance it out. I think
everyone will make up their own
mind about the update, and have
different reasons for arriving at
whatever conclusion they come
to. But railing against a profes
sor you don’t like for the sake of
argument, especially when your
argument is childish and irrel
evant at best, simply exposes your
ignorance rather than convince
people of your side. Just thought
you should know.
— Mike
Response to other another comment
on “UU Plaza renovation is cultural
vandalism ”

and
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House for Sale

Announcements

Announcements

Now is the time to buy a house!
Take Advantage of Huge Dis
counts and Historically Low
Mortgage Kates. Free List of
SLO Houses/Condos for Sale.
Steve @slohomes .com
Nelson Real Fstate 546-1990

7th Annual Change the Status
Quo Conference is coming up
on Feb. 27th and 28th, 2()09!
The conference is designed
to educate and bring together
people who share a passion for
making a difference in their
community and the world. Reg
ister now in UU 217. More info
at scs.calpoly.edu

Raise the Respect presents Interna
tional Flea Market in UU Plaza on
February 26th from 11-12!

www.farrell8myth.com

Visit us online at mustangdaily.
nct/c lass ilieds.

Pop Culture Shock Therapy

fo B

My

Place a Mustang Mini ad!
Contact your ad rep at 7561143

by Doug Bratton

Help Wanted

WWW piipaiUnrecomics com O Doug Branon 2C0«

AMP

Lost and found ads are FREE.
Email mustangdailyclassiheds
Ccpgmail.com

DAY CAMI’ SEEKS SUMMER
STAFF. San Fernando and
Conejo Valleys. $3275-35(ME+
(888)784-CAMP www.workatcampxrom

M e .y r

1WCK, I WIU. MAKE NV
loVELy ASSIST/
PK

L. A. Summer Day Camps
Counselors, lifeguards & much
more. www.daycampjobsxom

HELP WANTED Temporary
assistant to research and sell
valuable antiques; interest in
history required. Please contact
Ms. Christian at
(805) 528-8570

Survey Takers Needed: Make
$5-$25 per survey. GetPaidToThink.com

mm
GREAT
HAIR DEALS!
S ARANDi f i T Y S ALON • A L AS C ADt R O

mustangdaily.net
It's the best th in g
since sliced bread.
Girls & Sports by Justin Bonus and Andrew
V
r
MARSHALL, BE1N(S
SINGLE THESE DAYS
ISN'T FOR ME

12 FOIL WEAVE • $36
ALL OVER C O LO R • $50
BASIC PERM • $45
FACIAL WAX C O M B O • $15
w/PA.MtLA:

Feinstein

WITH TEXTING. F A C E ^ S O FOR Y 0 Ü R ^
I PREFER THE
BOOR, MATCH.COM AND
NEXT D ATE. ARE YOO
OLD DAYS WHEN YOO
INSTANT MESSAGING, ITS TOST C A LLE D A GIRL
PICKING HER OP IN A
A L L TECHNOLOGY AND 4
HORSE AND BOGGY OR
ON THE PHONE
^
NO HOMAN INTERACTON
k
A MODEL T?

David Cop-A-Feel

Shf

“*C rossw ord

Across
1 Schmo
5 Trash cans and
such
10

Walking
encyclopedia

14 “How did
this happen?"
15 Opposrte of
someways
16 Alto lead-in?
17 P a n s's___ de
Lyon
18 Benjamin
19 Wood alternative
20 Split
23 Retrain from
singirrg in
kindergarten?
24 Picketer’s sign
28 Zing
29 Chinese dollar
33 All over
34 1990s war site
3 6 ___ feuilletóe
(puff pastry)

37 Primitive
trophies ... or a
hint to this
puzzle's theme
41 Karmann _
(old
Volkswagen)
42 Genuine
43 Alternative rock
band with (our
platinum albums
46 Repair shop figs.
47 Cry out loud
50 Conformation
defect in a horse
52 Words on a
Wonderland
cake
54 Traffic sign that
indicates a
possible
temporary road
closure
58 Deal preceder
61 Cause for pulling
over
62 Where Samson
defeated the
Philistines
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63 Lawless role
64 Managing, with
“out"
65 Zest
66 Front
67 Go from one
number to
another

13

68 100 18-Acrosses

1 Macrocephalic
2 Sainted king
known as “the
Fat"
3 Numbers in the
thousands?
4 “S.N.L." alum
5 Creep
6 Gelato holder
7 “Pick me! I know
the answer'"
8 Angry diner's
decision
9 Egoist
to Like a bishop's
authority
11 Elongated fish
12 Day-___
13 One way to
meet
21 “Happy birthday"
follower
22 Back muscle, for
short
25 Slightly
26 Fails to keep
27 It’s barely
passing
30 Seal's org
31 “My Way"
songwriter
32 Eleanor
Roosevelt, to
Teddy

43

45

fT
63

7

8

45 Nut jobs
47 English essayist
Richard
48 Certain
Nebraska native
49 Lady Jane
Grey's fate

6 7

4 1
MEDIUM

Puizl* by Gary J. WhHahMd

44 Done, to Donne

2 9

53

I
!

66“

34 Unable to think
at all
35 Things with
antennas
37 “Rich Man. Poor
Man" novelist,
1970
38 Lie low
39 Wickiup, tor one
40 Lightened
41 Test tor M A.
seekers

1

48 49
5i

SO

Ffuzzles by Pappocom

1 7

l36

Down

©

No. 0122

55 Ship part
56 Bausch & Lomb
lens-care
product
57 Playwright
William
58 Chopping part of
a chopper

5 1 ___ -Mart

59 French word in
some bios

53 Shoelace tip

60 Former TV inits.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, SI 49 a minute; or, with a credit
card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword tor more information.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips' nytimes.com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers: n^imes.com/learning/xwords.
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Steroids
continuedfrom page ¡2

Fc'lir m.iy not liavc been shoot
ing players up himself, but he did ev
erything in his power to shield them
fmm being eaught. And for that he
deserves at least equal blame, if not
more, with Selig for defrauding fans
with a bogus product and making the
sport’s most hallowed records little
more than a joke.
Now he wants us all to move for
ward. I le declareil the steroid prob
lem fixed, and expects us to believe
that is all there is to it.
It’s not, ot course.
I he spectacles surrounding the
greatest pl.iyers of their time will go
on tor years, as will the tlebate over
the records set by juit eil players. Ia’ery 1lall of fame election will be a
referendum on who may have used
and who didn’t.
Fans, meanwhile, will still have
doubts about just how clean today’s
players are. A-Kod m.iy claim he
hasn’t used anything since 2003, but

his credilsility shrinks with almost ev
ery new day, and with 103 names still
out there, everyone is still suspect.
Never mind that the testing is bet
ter, because it’s still not good enough.
Not only are there not enough tests
and not enough random tests, Ixit
there is no test for human growth
hormone. And, if recent history shows
anything, it’s that cheaters have always
fouiul a way to stay i step ahead of
those chasing them.
Sure, Fa hr wants everyone tt) be
lieve it’s time to move on. It’s in the
interest of his clients to do just that.
Believe it, if you will. I’m more in
clined to go with words once said liy
someone who has done more for the
game than Fehr will ever sio, a scraw
ny catcher who kept winning cham
pionships without the aid of anything
stronger than a cup of coFFee.
Yogi Berra wasn’t talking about
steroids, Fiut he could have Iseen.
Because it ain’t over ‘til it’s over.
—

Sports designer: Kate Nickerson
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of competition early in the year,
confidence is high tor the .Mustangs who now know they can
compete with the elite programs

Baseball
continuedfrom page 12

in the country,
“ Fhoiii what we saw w ith Fresno State, I can see us doing that,’
l)orrell said.

lose,” he said.
Members of the team credit
ed the surge in confidence prior
to the season to the preseason
preparation and were quick to
point out that anything can
happen.
“ In baseball, a team can lose
to any given team,” Smith said.
“ Fresno State has always Iseen a
solid team.”
FYesno State surprised many
last year to win the series over
the Cieorgia liulldtigs.
I'heir opponents thus far
have been top-25 teams; Rice
has won 13 consecutive confer
ence titles, made Ciollege World
Series appearances the past
three years and won the 2003
national champitmship.
With wins over that kind

I 'im Dalilhcrg is an associated press

national sports columnist.
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Mustangs rolling early after
knocking off national champs
Omar Sanchez
MUS1AN(; DAllY

Fresno State shocked the baseball world last year
when they rode a wave of niomenturn to a national
cbanipionship.
Early in the 2009 campaign, the C'al l\d y base
ball team looks like they now have the m o m e n tu m
following three consecutive victories over to p -n o tch
competition.

The Mustangs (3-1) swept then-No. 3 Kice in a
doubleheader Saturday then defeated defending na
tional champions Fresno State Tuesday night in a

j 't i

NICK C;AMACH0 m u s t a n g

d a il y

Cal Poly junior pitcher DJ Mauldin throws during
the Mustangs’ 10-3 win over Rice on Feb. 21.

game that marked the team’s resilient nature.
“We proved that we can come back,’’ said senior
outfielder Ryan Lee.
Indeed they did, when they overcame 4-1 and
1 1-9 deficits against the defending champs 13-11 in
Fresno in what turned out to be a hitter’s paradise.
Lee punished the Fresno State pitching staff, grab
bing two hits and scoring three runs for the Mus
tangs.
“To go to their place and come out with a win,
that’s big for our program,’’ he said.
Junior catcher Wes Dorrell and freshman outfield
er Bobby C.rocker contributed three-run home runs
Tuesday night to improve the Mustangs 3-1.
Dorrell noted that the freshmen this year came in
with exorbitant confidence, adding a much-needed
boost to the team.
FI is teammates agreed.
“The way they were playing, you wouldn’t know
they were freshmen,” infielder Kyle Smith said.
The Mustangs face another non-conference foe
when they host Sacramento State on Friday at Bagget Stadium and Lee said the team isn’t taking the
Hornets lightly after beating two prominent teams
like Rice and Fresno State.
“Wins like that give us a lot of confidence early
in the season, but we can’t get over confident,” Lee
said.
In their final contest against Rice, the Mustangs
came from behind to pull off the 7-6 win over the
Owls.
Lee was quick to point out that wins against high
competition aren’t meaningful if the Mustangs can
not defeat the teams they are supposed to.
“Wins against (Rice and Fresno State) don’t mean
anything if we can’t win these games,” he added.
The Hornets went 24-34 last season, a record sim
ilar to the Mustangs, who finished 24-32 a year ago.
Smith said that the team wouldn’t take a team’s re
cord from a year ago into the equation, knowing how
much different his own team is this season.
“Last year we sort of fell off, but this season we’re
playing to win as opposed to we’re playing not to
see Baseball, page 11

CAL STOE BAKERSFELD 57, CAL POLY 52

Mustangs fall to late Bakersfield rally

NICK CAMACHO m u s t a n g

d a il y

Cal Poly freshman forward David Hanson (34) contests a shot from Cal State Bakersfield senior guard Terrence
Johns during the Mustangs’ 57-52 loss to the Roadrunners (8-20) on Wednesday night in Mott Gym. Johns led
all scorers with 18 points. Senior guard Chaz Thomas (10) led Cal Poly (7-18) with 13 points, four rebounds
and three assists in 38 minutes. 'Fhe Mustangs continue their homestand at 7 p.m. Saturday against Pacific.

Fehr declares
steroid crisis over,
but not so soon

'Mr

f,r

S'Ÿ.r-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

ML.B Players Association Executive Director Donald Fehr, seen above,
rejects the idea that players are under further steroid suspicion.
Tim Dahlberg
ASSIK lATEI) PRtSS

The final word on drugs in base
ball came not from the players, but
their hired gun.
Union chief Donald Fehr deliv
ered it Monday, declaring the ste
roid era over.
“We fixed the problem and we
need to look forward, as Bud has
said many times,” Fehr said during a
spring training tour in Florida.
Fehr wasn’t just channeling Bud
Selig. Alex Rodriguez spent the
better part of a press conference last
week talking about how in the fliture he hopes to become even less
young and stupid than he was be
fore.
Everyone, it seems, wants to
move forward. Even the great Hen
ry Aaron said the other day that
Barry Bonds can have his home run
record and he doesn’t want it back.
And with spring training games
beginning, who wants to talk about
steroids anymore anyway? The gra.ss
is green in Florida and Arizona, and
it’s the time of year when every
team is still a pennant contender.
The nosy New York media can
do its part by leaving A-Rod alone
and stop making trips to the Do
minican to ferret out the real rela
tionship between a trainer linked to
steroids and the best player in the
game. Quit writing about stemids
and concentrate on something moa'
socially significant — like A-Rod’s
alleged relationship last sea.son with
Madonna.
Prosecutors in San Francisco can
help, too. Their case against Bonds
h.is already been weakened by the
exclusion of some key evidence, so
why not just call it a day and quit
trying to put the slugger in prison?
Save the space for the real crooks.

the guys who stole billions on Wall
Street, instead of a baseball player
whose only crime was that he
wanted to get better.
Speaking of prison, hasn’t Roger
Cdemens been harassed enough?
He’s one of the greatest pitchers in
the history of the game, so he should
be able to lie when he wants to and
to whoever he wants to, assuming,
of course, that he wants to.
The best thing about declar
ing the steroids era over, though,
is we’ll never have to stay awake at
night trying to figure out who the
remaining 103 pLiyers are on the
juicer’s list that Fehr’s union is try
ing desperately to keep secret. Mov
ing forward for all those players re
ally does mean never having to say
you’re sorry.
We’ll be able to put aside all
these years of suspicions and doubts.
But for Fehr and the player’s union
It will be a bit more difficult.
Because they’re the ones who in
sisted all along that there was never
anything wrong.
It was nonsense, of course, to any
one who watched over the last two
decades as players became bloated
and musclebound, and home runs
began flying out of ballparks like
never before. But Selig wasn’t going
to risk another player’s strike after
the one that wiped out the 1994
World Series to get testing, and the
union wasn’t going to budge in its
resistance to tests.
It wasn’t until 2002 that the
union agreed to a round of tests to
even see if there was a steroid pixiblem in baseball, and it took three
more years and some heavy politi
cal pressure in Washington before it
agreed to current penalties for play
ers caught using.
sec Steroids, page 11

